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1. INTR~OUCTI~N 
In this paper we introduce a new concept of identifiability of parameters 
in distributed systems. To facilitate the discussion let us consider the 
specific problem 
-div(a grad U) =f on Q (1.1) 
together with appropriate boundary conditions for u on the boundary r of 
Q. For given a and f this is a well-known equation in the unknown U. We 
shall consider the inverse problem which, givenf, consists in determining a 
from U. More precisely we study the question of uniqueness and continuous 
dependence of a in terms of U. The uniqueness problem is generally referred 
to as the identifiability problem. Well-known contributions are the Borg 
and the Gelfand Levitan theories, which require knowledge of spectral data 
of (1.1) (see [5, 61). For recent work an identifiability of a from Neumann 
boundary data for all g in the elliptic equation -V(aVu) =O, ~1 f = g, we 
refer to [S]. The problem of continuous dependence of a with respect to u 
is of equal importance as identifiability but has received much less atten- 
tion so far. In [ 121 the study of the inverse problem associated with (1.1) is 
based on the observation that (1.1) is a hyperbolic equation in a. Employ- 
ing the method of characteristics a continuous dependence analysis is given 
under combinations of the assumptions \Vul > 0 and ldul > 0. 
In this paper we concentrate on uniqueness and continuous dependence 
results without a priori assumptions on the sign of )Vul. The basic and very 
simple idea for which we give an analytical justification isthat a in (1.1) 
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can be uniquely determined (identified) over sets where Vu # 0. Moreover. 
the sensitivity ofa in terms of u in (1.1) will be related to the magnitude of 
(Vul. Frequently inverse problems are referred to as “illposed.” In the con- 
text of the present investigation this will be manifested in two ways: first 
the illposedness is brought into correspondence with the behaviour of Vu 
and, second, the norm for the parameter space will have to be taken coar- 
ser than the norm for the solution (observation) space (gap in the norms of 
the parameter-to-solution (observation) mapping). We have evidence that 
a priori estimates of the coefficients in terms of the solutions are also of 
significant importance for numerical methods that are being used to solve 
inverse problems associated with (1.1). Let us also mention that for the 
special equation -V(a Vu) = 0 in Qc R2 and au/&z = g on r the car- 
dinality of S = {x: Vu(x) = 0) is estimated by the number of maxima of g 
and a lower bound on lVu(s)l for x in a neighborhood of S is given in [2]. 
The paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 we present a priori 
estimates on the coefficients of second-order elliptic equations involving 
one unknown parameter in terms of the solutions. These estimates suggest 
the concept of inherent identifiability which, together with some examples, 
is introduced in Section 3. Section 4 is devoted to a discussion of numerical 
data. 
The notation that we use is standard. To indicate a norm in a certain 
space X we use 1. lx, unless X= L*, in which case we denote the norm by 
1. I and the inner product by ( .,. ), when no confusion can arise. In the 
notation of Sobolev spaces we follow [ 11. 
2. BASIC ESTIMATES 
We will be concerned with special cases of the equation 
- jJ (a,~.~,)., + f b,u,+ cu=f in Q, (2.1) 
i,j=l r=l 
where Q is a bounded domain in R” with Lipschitz-continuous boundary 
(so that Green’s formula is applicable [7, p. 521) or Q = (0, 1). Unless 
otherwise specified it is assumed that f E L2, 6, EL”, c E L”, although these 
conditions could be somewhat relaxed by assuming that b, and c lie in 
the appropriate LP-spaces with p > n. The purpose of this section is to 
study continuous dependence of a (resp. c) on u in appropriately chosen 
seminormed spaces. 
We take a variational approach: different est functions give rise to dif- 
ferent “methods,” which in turn imply different continuous dependence 
results, and are applicable for different boundary conditions or dimensions 
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of the domain. In all the estimates below the “constants” will depend on 
their arguments in such a way that bounded sets are mapped to bounded 
sets. 
Method 1 
Let us consider two solutions u* = u(a*) and u = u(a) of the equations 
- (a*u,*), + buZ + cu* =f on Q=(O, l), 
- (au,), + bu, + cu = f on (0, I), 
(2.2) 
and let us make the following assumption: 
(A.l) (a) a*,a~H’, 
u*, UE HZ (i.e., strong solutions). 
(b) a*(~,) = a(~,) or u-:(x,) = 0 for some xP E [0, 11. 
THEOREM 2.1. If (A. 1) holds, then there exists a constant 
K=K(blc, IblL=, IclL=) 
such that 
l(a*-a) ~.:IL~<KI~*-~HI+ 14x,)1 lu:(x,)-u,b,)l. 
Proof From (2.2) we obtain 
-((a*-a)~.;).-(a(~.:-u,)),+b(u,*-u,)+c(u*-u)=O. (2.3) 
Let .A=u*-a and U=u*-u. We define ZEL’ by 
z(x) = 
i 
J;; Au; ds for x<xP, 
-1; Au,* ds for x>xP, 
and take the inner product with z in (2.3): 
- ((Au.:),, z> = ((au,),, z> - (bU,+ cU> z>. 
Using (A.1 ) this leads to 
IAu:l:z 5 Mx,) U&J j-’ IAu:l dx 
0 
+ (WAG+ lbUIL2+ I~UIL~NA~,*IL~ 
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and therefore 
lAU,*lL2i b&Jl IW.~,)l +Mc+ VlL~:)l~rlL~+ I4L~IUIL?. 
This gives the desired result with K= la],.+ I/I],~ + lc/L.r. 
COROLLARY 2.1. Let B c [0, l] be measurable und assume that 
meas{xc B: u,y(a*; x) = O> = 0. Then u(a) = u(a*) on [0, l] implies a = a* 
a.e. on B for all aE {aeH’: (A.l) holds for a}. 
This follows directly from Theorem 2.1. Loosely speaking, Corollary 2.1 
implies that the coefftcient a* can only be identified from u* at locations 
where there is enough movement in the data. 
COROLLARY 2.2. Zj” (A. 1 )(a) holds and if u.,( 1) = uz( 1) = 0 then 
EXAMPLE 2.1. Assumption (A. 1 )(b) in Theorem 2.1 is essential. In fact, 
if we let u*(x) = exp( -x), b = c =f = 0, then (au,*), = 0 for a(x) = c1 exp x 
and every CI E R. Thus the conclusion of Theorem 2.1 cannot hold. 
We shall refer to the set S= S,, = {x: u:(x) = 0) as the singular set. In 
the following theorem we give the L” analog to Theorem 2.1. Again we 
employ a weighted seminorm to measure the distance of two coefficients 
corresponding to different solutions u and u*. 
THEOREM 2.2. Zf (A.1 ), holds, then 
where K=2(lal,;c+Ibl.l+Icl,l). 
Proof: Using (A.l) and the notation of the proof of Theorem 2.1 we 
obtain for every x E (0, 1) 
-Au:(x) = -all,(x) + aU,(x,) + 1.’ bU, ds + i-z cuds. 
‘iP -9 
The result easily follows from this equality. 
We now consider weak solutions u* = u(a*) and u= u(a) of the 
Neumann problem in 52 = (0, 1): 
(a*u.~,v,>+(buf,v)+(cu*,v)=(f,v), (2.4) 
(au,, v,> + (bu,, v> + (CM, v> = (A v> for all vEH’=H’(O, l), 
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and make the assumptions 
(A.21 
a*, aELm 
fE(H')* 
u*, UE H’, 
where (H ‘)* denotes the dual space of H’. 
THEOREM 2.3. If (A.2) holds, then 
where K=~(~uI,~+(~~~~+IcI~~). 
Proof: Again we put A = a* - a and U = u* -u. From (2.4) we have 
(a*u,* -au,, v,) + (bU,, v) + (cU, v) =0 for all VE H’. 
Taking v(x) = j; A(s) U,*(S) ds we obtain 
IAu,*12+(aU,,Au.~)= - bU,,SbAu.:ds)-(cU,Jj:Au:ds). 
This implies the estimate 
lAGI 5 ldrl LWI + IWxI IAu,*l + WI l&Y 
and 
l&3.25 (l4,=+ Ibl~~)IUxlL2+ IcIL~IUIL~> 
and the claim follows. Here we endow H1 with the natural Hilbert space 
norm. 
EXAMPLE 2.2. We show that the analog of Theorem 2.3 cannot hold for 
Dirichlet boundary conditions. This example is a result of discussions of 
numerical data with Dr. K. Ito. Consider 
-u* = JX f on (0, 11, 
u*(o) = u*( 1) = 0, 
where f = 26(i), and 6(i) denotes the delta distribution with weight at 4. 
The weak solution u*, corresponding to a* = 1 is given by 
i 
X 
u*(x)= lmx 
for x E [0, 41, 
for xE(t, I]. 
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However, every choice for u as 
a(x) = 
i 
41 on LO, $1 
2-q, on (f, 11, 
with q, E R, as a coefficient in
- (au,), =.L 
u(O)=u(l)=O 
gives rise to the weak solution u(a) = u *. However, if a is only allowed to 
vary in C(0, 1) then it is uniquely determined as LI* = 1 by u*. In fact, let 
- ((wu,*), = 0 in HP i. Then for every v E C ‘(0, 1) with compact support in 
(0, t), we have jh” xv, = 0 and therefore CI is constant on (0, 4). Similarly GL 
is constant on (4, 1). Thus, since CI is continuous, it must be constant and 
hence 0 on (0, 1). 
Remark 2.1. Up to now we have taken the point of view of considering 
u* as a reference solution with corresponding coefficient a* and u as a 
perturbation of u*. However, Theorem 2.3, for example, contains no 
asymmetry on the assumptions of u* and u and therefore with (A.2) 
holding 
(r 
’ la* -aI2 (UT.’ + u’,)’ dx 
> 
l/2 
52Klu*-ul,,. (2.5) 
0 
Similarly, if (A.1 ) and, in addition, (A.1 )(b) with u* replaced by u hold, 
then 
(1 ’ la*-a12(U,*,2+u;)2dx 0 
5 2K Iu* - 4~ + (b(x,)l + b*b,)l )lu*b,) - u(x,)l. (2.6) 
The constants K are as in Theorem 2.1 and 2.3, respectively. Estimates (2.5) 
and (2.6) show that the sensitivity of the coefficients with respect to the 
solutions depends on whether S, n S,. is empty or not. In the case of 
homogeneous Neumann boundary conditions, for example, S, 1 (0, 1 } for 
all weak solutions u(a) E H’ of (2.4) and thus there is little sensitivity of a 
with respect to the solution u in the neighborhood of the boundaries. (See 
also Example 4.1 below.) 
Multidimensional Case 
In the next two results we show that test functions analogous to those in 
the proofs of Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 can also be used advantageously in the 
multidimensional case. 
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Let us consider two solutions U* = ~(a:,) and u = ~(a,,) of the equations 
- C(4,u,*L+ h2K*),+ (~,,q,“l +cu*=f on Q 
- [(a,, u,), + h2~,Jy + (~**~,),I + a.4 =f on 52 
(2.7) 
and let us make the following assumptions: 
(A.3)(a) Q = CO, 11 x CO, 1 I, 
UT, ) uv E w’- p, d>2, 
u*, UE H2. 
(b) There exists a Lipschitz continuous function y + xP( y) from 
[0, 1 ] + [0, I] such that for every y E [0, 1 ] 
41(x,(y), Y)= ~llb,(~), Y) or U,*(X,(Y)Y  = 0. 
THEOREM 2.4. If (A.3) holds, then for every q > 1 there exists a constant 
such that 
I(4 -u,,)u~l.2~Klu*--l,2. 
Proof: Let A = a:, - a and U = U* - U. From (2.7) we obtain 
- ((WL z> - ((all U,),, z>
-((u12Ux)~rZ)-((u22~.“)y,Z)+(CU,Z)=0, (2.8) 
where z E L2 is defined by 
4-T Y)’ 
Ji; Au,* ds for x < X,(Y), 
- l.; Au.: ds for x > xP( y); 
here integration is performed with respect to the first variable of Au,*. We 
discuss the terms of (2.8) separately. 
First, note that by (A.3)(b) 
- ((Au.:),, z> = IMl2,~. (2.9) 
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For the second term we have (with y ’ + (q’) ’ = 1) 
< zz 10 l l(Qll W(X,(Y)> Y)12 dY 0 > 
112 
+ bll U.YIL2 bwlL2 
I 
’ b,,(X,(Y)? Y)lZY d
Ii24 1 < = N 0 > (!‘ 
lj2y’ 
I ~x(x,(Y)~ Y)12y’ dY 
0 > 
+ b,,lL4~I.IL~~~ IAu.3r.2 
i 
~const(la,,(x,(.),.)ILZcl+ la,,IL2u) ~IH~IA~.I*IL2, (2.10) 
where we used the trace theorem [7, pp. 25, 27, 381 and const is an 
embedding constant. 
Next we consider (with integration of the inner integral w.r.t. the first 
variable) 
5 (lQ,2,~~,-IL~+ la12l.I~IH2)lA~:ILZ. 
Let p, =$2, andp,=p,/(p,- 1). Then 1 <min(p,, ~2) and 
M12K)r? z>l ~(l~,2,,,lL~~1l~\-lL~P*+ l~,2I.l~IH2)l~~,*IL~ 
5 const la,,1 W,l. iiJu* - UI H2(Az4:( L2 , (2.11) 
where const depends only on the embedding constants of W’, B into C and 
H2 into Wk. 2P2 in dimension 2. 
For the fourth term we get 
I<(~~~U,),,Z)I 5 j; j; l(a22U,),l j-; I-WI dsdxdy 
5 I&~l.4(~22 UJvIL2 
5 I~~,*lL4l~,,lcl~l,~+ l~,,,.U,I.2) 
5const iAux*JL~lu221~~.~IUIH2, 
where const has the same meaning as above. 
(2.12) 
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Finally, it is quite simple to derive the estimate 
I(cU, z>lS ICIL~l~IL&4~,*1L2. 
Summarizing (2.8)-( 2.13) we have 
(Au:(,25const IUlH2(la,,(x,(.,.)IL2U+ lallILh 
+ la,,1 f+A,ri + la,,1 w .P + ICIL”), 
(2.13) 
where const is an embedding constant. This implies the result. 
COROLLARY 2.3. Assume that 
meas{ (x, y) E B: u,*(x, y) = 0} = 0, 
for a measurable set BcQ. Then u(a,,)= ~(a:,) implies a,, =a:, a.e. on B 
for all a,, E {all E W”p: A.3) holds for a,,}. 
COROLLARY 2.4. Here we consider the case where a is a function of x 
only. Let (A.3’) denote assumption (A.3) with the conditions on a*, a 
replaced by a*, a E H ‘(0, 1). Zf 
meas x: 
i 1 
I lu,(aT,;., y)l*dy=O =O, 
0 I 
then u(afI)= ~(a,,) implies a:, = aIII on 52 for all a,, E {all E H’(0, 1): (A.3’) 
holds for u,,}. 
ProoJ The claim follows directly from 
11 I ’ 14,(x)-~&)121~3’dxdy 0 0 
= ji bh(x) - all( j: Iu,*(~~I ; x, Y)I* dy dx =O. 
Estimates for c 
Let us consider two solutions u = u(c) and u* = u(c*) of (2.1) and 
- i (a,iu~,),,+Cb,u~~+c*u*=f in Q, (2.14) 
i,j=l I 
respectively. We shall use the assumption 
(A.4) aiiE H’; bi, c*, CE L* 
u*. u E H2. 
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THEOREM 2.6. (a) Jf'(A.4) holds, then 
I(c~*-c)u*I 5
( 
c Ja,,Ifjl+~ lb,! + ICI IU*--Ulf$. 
1. I I 
(b) Lf moreover u,, iE L” ; ~,EL’; c*,c~H’nL’; u*,u~L*; and 
Ii,, jr a;j(u* - U),,(C* - c) n, da = 0, H!here (n, ,. . . . n,,) is the outer normal to 
Q, then there exists a constant ~V=K(lcl,~ nI,~, Ic*lLJ n,,l, Iu*IL, nM~r 
laiilLX, ibrl,,X) such that 
I(c* -c) u*1 5 KJu* - ul$. 
If U* and u are weak solutions of (2.14) and (2.1) in the sense that 
1 (a;,u.z(, v, ) +c (b,u.z,, u)+ (c*, u*) = (f, u) for all UE H’ 
i. , I 
and similarly for U, then we have 
THEOREM 2.7. Let ai.j,h,EL*; c*,c~H’nL”; and u*,u~H’nL~. 
Then 
((C*-c)U*J~KIU*-uJ~f, 
where K has the same meaning as in the previous theorem. 
For the proof of these estimates we observe that the “error” equation is 
given by 
-~(aj,UJY,+~b,U,+Cu*+cU=O, (2.15) 
where U = u* - u and C = c* - c. Theorem 2.6(a) then follows directly and 
Theorem 2.6(b) is verified by taking the L*-inner product with Cu* and 
integrating by parts. The proof of Theorem 2.7 uses the weak form of (2.15) 
with Cu* as a test function. The singular set for estimating c* in (2.14) 
from u* is given by S = x: u*(x) = O}. 
Method 2 
Here we use the fact that every open set in one dimension can be 
expressed uniquely as the countable union of pairwise disjoint open 
intervals. We again return to equations of the kind 
- (au,), + bu, + cu = f on Q = (0, 1). 
THEOREM 2.8. Let u* and u satisfy (2.2), assume that (A.l)(a) holds and 
that u,* is not identically zero. Then there exists a constant 
K=K(lalc.9 Ia*IL1, IblLI,IcILI) 
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such that 
Proof Let P= {x: u:(x)>O} and Q = {x: u,*(x)<O}. By assumption 
at least one of the two sets is nonempty. Then P= Ui Pi, Q = Ui Q,, 
and Pi = (x,, xi+ I ), Q,i = (x,, xl+ I ) and the union is taken over at most 
countably many indices. Recall from (2.3) that 
-(Au,:),-(aU,),+bU,+cU=O. 
Therefore for all x E (xi, x, + , ) and i = 1,2, . . . with xi+ r # 1 we have 
- I-“+’ (Au.;), j-I A ds dx 
-r, -x, 
= I”;“’ (au,), 1.’ A ds dx -J*“’ (bU, + cU) I.’ A ds dx 
r2 XI xi -XI 
and, further, 
S‘“’ (Ai2 u,* dx = a(x,+ ,) UI(Xi+ 1) ~~” A dx 
51 
s 
x,+1 
- aU,A dx- 
.%I 
j-I”’ (bU, + cU) j-x A ds dx. 
i, x, 
If xj+r = 1 we replace the test function j;, A ds by - j: A ds in the 
calculations above. Thus we obtain for every i = 1, 2, . . . : 
Jo’“’ lA12~~dx~2~a~,:-/U,I~jx”’ \A( dx+IUICl 
-r, r, 
x (IbILl + 1~1~1) {1”’ JAI dx 
xi 
5 IU1.~(2lal.+ IbILl + 1~1~1) ix’+’ IAl dx. 
XI 
Similarly, on (y,, yj+ 1) we find 
- r” IAl uf dxs IUlcl(21alc+ IbILl + 1~1~1) {‘j” IAl dx, 
?, .vi 
and therefore 
i ’ IAl lu,*l dx5 IAlL~I~lcW4c+ IbILl + IcILl). 
This estimate implies the result. 
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Method 3 
Here we consider the case of solutions u* = ~(a*) and u = U(U) of 
- div(a* VU*) + C b,uz, + cu* =,I 
(2.16) 
-div(aVu)+xh,ti.,+cu=j‘ on Q c R”, 
and make the following assumption: 
(A.5) (a) a*,a~ W’,“, /?>n, 
u*, UE Hz, 
(b) - (div(a VU), u*) = (CY Vu*, Vu*) for all c( E W’, P 
-(div(la*-~]VU*),U*)=(C(VU*,VU*). 
THEOREM 2.9. If (A.5) holds then there exists a constant K= K( (al we, P, 
JbjL~, 1~1~2) such that 
Proof Let R, = {x: (a* -a)(x) 2 0} and Rz =SZ\R,. Both R, and R, 
are measurable sets. We put A = a* - a, U = U* - U, and 
1 1 x(x)= -1 if XER, if XER,. 
Observe that [A( E W’,” [ll, p. 641. On R, we have 
- div(A Vu*) - div(a VU) + c b,U, + cU= 0; 
similarly on R,, 
-div(lAI VU*)= div(aVU)-1 b,U,-cU 
( > 
x, 
and by (A.5) on B 
(IAIVu*,Vu*)= 
c 
div(aVU)-xbiU,-ciJ,p* 
> 
We therefore obtain the estimate 
(/Al VU*, VU*) Sconst(u*J.., 
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where const depends only on the choice of a specific H-norm, i = 1,2, and 
embedding constants. 
COROLLARY 2.5. Let B c !S be measurable. If
meas{x~S:Vz4*(~)=0}=0, 
then u(a*) = u(a) on R implies a* = a a.e. on Bfor every aE{aEH’:(A.5) 
holds for a}. 
Remark 2.2. Theorem 2.8 describes the sensitivity of a with respect to 
changes of U. A norm involving second-order derivatives on u is required. 
This is in contrast to the estimates in dimension one where norms involv- 
ing first-order derivatives only are sufficient. In [ 12, p. 2141 an example is 
given which illustrates that for a priori estimates of a in terms of u the one- 
dimensional case is special and that in dimensions higher than one, second- 
order information on u is necessary, in general, to bound a. 
3. INHERENT IDENTIFIABILITY 
The estimates of Section 2 suggest a concept of identifiability which 
combines algebraic with topological aspects. For notational simplicity we 
consider the special case of identifying a in 
-V(aVu)+CbiuX,+cu=f in Sz, boundary conditions. (3.1) 
Let Qad be the set of admissible parameters, X a seminormed space, and Y 
a normed linear space. It is assumed that for every a E Qad there exists a 
(weak) solution U= u(a) of (3.1) in Y and that Q,,cX. 
DEFINITION 3.1. The parameter a in (3.1) is called inherently iden- 
tifiable (IID) at a* E Qad with respect to the triple (Qad, X, Y), if there exist 
positive constants K and fl such that 
la*-ajxSKlu(a*)-u(a)16 
for all a E Qad. 
The estimates of Section 2 provide various conditions under which IID 
holds. For a first example let us take the case of Theorem 2.9 with bi = 0, 
c 2 0, c, f E L2, and homogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions. Then a in 
(3.1) is IID at a* with respect to the triple 
({aE W1*p: a(x) 2 CI > 0 j, Lb,* .vu*, W*, ’ ), 
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where p>n and Lb,,, vu* = {cp: R + R: cp is measurable, 
SC2 1~1 Vu* Vu* &< x ), with seminorm jn 191 Vu* .Vu* d.x. 
AS a second example we consider the simple fourth-order equation 
(cantilevered beam) 
(uu,,),, - (hu,),.=f on (0, 11, (3.2) 
40) = u,(O) = u,,( 1) = %A 1) = 0, (3.3) 
where fEL2, ~EH’, hz0, and define Q,d={a~H2:a(x)~cr>O}, and 
L’(uz,) = { cp: cp is measurable and jh /(pu.zXl * dx < co }, endowed with 
Cjh Iv& * 4]‘* as a seminorm. 
THEOREM 3.1. The coefficient a in (3.2), (3.3) is IID at a* EQ~~ with 
respect to the triple (Qad, L2(z&)), Hz). 
Proof: For a, a* E Qad let u = u(a) and u = ~(a*) be the solutions of 
(3.1), (3.2) in H4. Proceeding as in Method 1 with 
z(x) = [)’ J; (u*(t) -u(t)) uzx dt ds 
as a test function we obtain 
I(u*-a)u.~~lL2~KIU*-ul~2, (3.4) 
where K= K(lulLr, 161 L9z). This implies the claim. 
Remark 3.1. The assumptions in Theorem 3.1 and the estimate (3.4) 
are symmetric in u and U* and therefore 
la* - .I2 (u,*;~ + ~2,) dx 5 2K Iu* - 4 “2. 
Since (u.$)“‘( 1) = u,,‘~) (1) = 0, i = 2, 3, the sensitivity ofa to variations in 
the solutions u of (3.2), (3.3) at the free end x= 1 is very low. This 
corresponds to numerical experiments with the above as well as more com- 
plicated beam equations that were carried out using the least squares 
approach to estimate a from u [3]. 
For the ensuing discussion let @: Qad + Y denote the parameter-to- 
solution (parameter-to-observation) mapping. When solving parameter 
identification problems, the questions of injectivity and of continuous 
invertibility of @ have to be studied. Injectivity of @ is referred to as 
parameter identifiability. Even under the assumption of injectivity, the 
inverse of @ will in general not be continuous when X and Y are endowed 
with the same norm. This is referred to as illposedness of the parameter 
identification problem. Both possible lack of injectivity and illposedness are 
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reflected in the notion of IID: the former by the use of a seminorm for X 
and the latter by the gap that is allowed between the (liner) topology on Y 
and the (coarser) topology on X. The estimates of Section 2 show that the 
“degree of illposedness” is related to the gap between the differentiability 
requirements for the (semi-) norm on X and the norm on Y, and to the 
properties of the singular set S, as for example the measure or the car- 
dinality of S. This is also reflected in numerical experiments, some of which 
will be discussed in the next section. 
The estimates of Section 2 further suggest identifying the unknown 
parameter only over subsets in the complement of the singular set. In this 
case local observations over the set where the unknown coefficient isto be 
identified should suffice. Using the notation of subsection “Method 3” in 
Section 2 we give a specific result to illustrate this point. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let fi he a .&domain of Q with Lipschitz-continuous 
boundary condition and let (AS)(a) hold. Zf a* =a on Q\fi, then 
I(a*-a)Vu*Vu*l Ll(i=~) 5 K lu*ILyn,lu* - ul w2. IQ,. 
In particular, if meas{x E 6: Vu*(x) = 0) = 0, then u = u* 1 fi and a* = a on 
&?\a imply a* =a on Q. If infnVu* Vu* Ly>O, then la*-alL~C~,~ 
Rlu* -- ul we. ~(a,, where R= R(a, u*, b, c). 
The proof of this theorem is identical to the one of Theorem 2.9. Under 
the assumptions of Theorem 3.1, a is locally identifiable at a* over s”i from 
the local observation u(a*) 18, i.e., if a* = a I Q\d and u(a*) = u(a) I d, then 
a*=a on 52. 
4. NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS 
We describe some numerical examples which support the assertion that 
the concept of inherent identifiability helps in understanding some of the 
difficulties that arise with numerical techniques for calculating an unknown 
coefficient in a differential equation from knowledge of the solution. Since 
some of the examples are also published elsewhere the discussion will be 
rather short and is restricted to the aspect of IID. 
In all the examples the “observation” was taken as the solution u(q*) 
corresponding to some “true parameter q*.” (In the examples this will be 
a* or c*.) For the first hree examples the least squares approach was used; 
i.e., the unknown coefficient was determined by solving 
q$& lu(q) - 4q*)lt2 
or some discrete analog. 
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EXAMPLE 4.1. The problem consists in identifying a*(x) = 1 + .Y in 
-- (uu,), =f 
u,(O)=u,(l)=O 
(4.1) 
with f(x) = -2x + 5x2 - 3x4 from u(a*)(x) =x2( 1 -x2). This example is 
taken from [lo] and the calculations are due to Dr. L. White. For the 
approximation of the state u in (4.1) as well as for the coefficient a
piecewise linear splines over an equidistant grid were used. By N and NBI 
we denote the number of subintervals for the state- (resp. for the coef- 
ficient) space approximation. The minimization of the least-squares 
A 
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.l .2 .3 .4 .5 .6 .7 .8 .9 1. 
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FIGURE 1 (continued) 
criterion was carried out by the Newton Raphson method and the result 
for N= 10 and various values of NZ3Z are shown in Fig. 1. Note that 
s= {x: u,(a*)=O) = (0, +, 1) and that for -each choice of NBI the 
supremum norm error occurs over the set S. Observe that the scale on the 
a-axis is different on the various graphs. In accordance with estimate (2.5) 
the oscillations are largest at 0 and 1, where u,*(O) = u,(O) = u,*(l) =
u,( 1) = 0. There are various techniques to avoid these oscillations (e.g., 
taking NBZ smaller than N, regularization terms) but their discussion is not 
within the scope of this section. 
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EXAMPLE 4.2. Here we identify c*(x) = 1 + cos KY in 
-If,, +cu=f’ over (0, 1 ). 
zf,(o)=u,(l)=o, 
(4.2) 
where f‘(x) = cos nx( rr2 + cos 71-y + 1) (and u( c*) = cos nx). An appropriate 
seminorm for TID of c is ($A ’ 2 c u (c*) dx)‘!’ and correspondingly we observe 
that S= {x: u(c*)(x) = 0) = {t}. In Fig. 2 the numerical results (again for 
linear spline approximations for both the state and the coefficient space) 
are shown and it is interesting to observe that the oscillations occur in the 
neighborhood of x = 4 (B = 0). By adding a regularization term 81~1 tZ to the 
pointwise fit-to-data criterion (33 points), we could obtain an almost 
perfect result for the choice p= 10 6. In Fig. 2 the true solution is indicated 
by a solid line (watch the scale!). 
We also carried out numerous calculations to identify the “unknown” 
c*(x) =e-’ with u(c*) = cos km, k = 1 and 3. In all cases, when N= NBZ 
and no regularization was used, the supremum norm error occured at 
1 x = =j. 
EXAMPLE 4.3. Here we identify F(x) = 1 + x in c*(x) = (T(x) + y))’ in 
e~‘ru,, + e .‘?u~,:,. + ye-yyzf, - xe ‘Jzf,. + c(x) zf =f, (4.3) 
together with Dirichlet boundary conditions on the unit square with 
corners (O,O), (0, l), (l,O), and (1, 1). We took u(c*)=e’~sinrcxsin7c) 
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and calculated f from it. For the approximation of the state we chose 
collocation of cubic Hermite splines over an equidistant grid (at 9 interior 
Gauss points) and for the approximation of Z we took linear splines with 
NBI:= 8. The start-up value was chosen F” = 1 and the minimization was 
carried out by the IMSL version of the Levenberg-Marquardt routine. In 
this case the set S = {(x, y): u(x, y) = 0) consist of the boundaries of the 
square. In Table I we give the data for the converged value c”* = cf=, cr,ei, 
where e, is a linear spline basis element, for various values of the 
regularization parameter 8. In this case regularization consisted in adding a 
term of the form 81?12, to the fit-to-data criterion. The results for the start 
up value E” = 3 are quite similar. Observe that the maximum error occurs 
at the boundary in every case. 
EXAMPLE 4.4. In [9] we have carried out a wide variety of experiments 
using the least squares and the augmented Lagrangian method to estimate 
a in 
- (au,), =f on (0, l), 
u( 0) = u( 1) = 0, 
where 
(4.4) 
I -9x2 + 6x, x E co, f, u(a*)= 1, xc cf, 3, -9x2+ 12x-3, XE [3, 11. 
To construct test examples we took various values of a*, and with a* and 
u(a*) thus defined we calculated f according to (4.4). In all these cases 
S = {x: f g x 5 3> and a* is not determined by the values of u(a*) over the 
TABLE I 
Exact NBI=8 NBI=8 NBI=8 
B 
1 1.37 1.25 1.18 
1.125 1.73 1.25 1.20 
1.25 0.94 1.27 1.26 
1.315 1.55 1.39 1.38 
1.5 1.49 1.56 1.54 
1.625 1.79 1.68 1.72 
1.75 1.49 1.75 1.81 
1.875 2.81 1.71 1.74 
2. 2.48 1.68 1.68 
.O 10m6 lo-’ 
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set S. It was interesting to observe that, although with different accuracy 
and speed according to the chosen method, the coeffkient u could be 
identified well over the complement of S in most cases. 
EXAMPLE 4.5. In [4] methods of adaptive control were used to 
estimate a in (4.4), where a*(x)= 1 +.r and u(u*)(x)=sin 7~. Thus 
S= {f}. The algorithm converged significantly more slowly in the 
neighborhood of S than elsewhere in the interval. 
Note added in proof Related results were obtained recently with different techniques by 
C. Chicone and J. Cierlach in: “A note on the identifiability of distributed parameters in 
elliptic equations,” SIAM J. Math. Anal. 18 (1987), 13781384. 
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